This work is concerned with the prime factor decomposition (PFD) of strong product graphs. A new quasi-linear time algorithm for the PFD with respect to the strong product for arbitrary, finite, connected, undirected graphs is derived.
Introduction
Graphs and in particular graph products arise in a variety of different contexts, from computer science [1, 22] to theoretical biology [15, 35] , computational engineering [23, 24] or just as natural structures in discrete mathematics [8, 29] . Standard references with respect to graph products are due to Imrich, Klavžar, Douglas and Hammack [16, 17, 10] .
In this contribution we are concerned with the prime factor decomposition, PFD for short, of strong product graphs. The PFD with respect to the strong product is unique for all finite connected graphs, [3, 28] . The first who provided a polynomial-time algorithm for the PFD of strong product graphs were Feigenbaum and Schäffer [6] . The latest and fastest approach is due to Hammack and Imrich [9] . In both approaches, the key idea for the PFD of a strong product graph G is to find a subgraph S(G) of G with special properties, the so-called Cartesian skeleton, that is then decomposed with respect to the Cartesian product. Afterwards, one constructs the prime factors of G using the information of the PFD of S(G).
However, an often appearing problem can be formulated as follows: For a given graph G that has a product-like structure, the task is to find a graph H that is a nontrivial product and a good approximation of G, in the sense that H can be reached from G by a small number of additions or deletions of edges and vertices. The graph G is also called approximate product graph. Unfortunately, the application of the classical PFD approach to this problem is strictly limited, since almost all graphs are prime, although they can have a product-like structure. In fact, even a very small perturbation, such as the deletion or insertion of a single edge, can destroy the product structure completely, modifying a product graph to a prime graph [4, 37] .
The recognition of approximate products has been investigated by several authors, see e.g. [5, 13, 14, 20, 37, 18, 34, 36] . In [20] and [37] the authors showed that Cartesian and strong product graphs can be uniquely reconstructed from each of its one-vertex-deleted subgraphs. Moreover, in [21] it is shown that k-vertex-deleted Cartesian product graphs can be uniquely reconstructed if they have at least k + 1 factors and each factor has more than k vertices. A polynomial-time algorithm for the reconstruction of one-vertex-deleted Cartesian product graphs is given in [7] . In [18, 34, 36] algorithms for the recognition of so-called graph bundles are provided. Graph bundles generalize the notion of graph products and can also be considered as approximate products.
Another systematic investigation into approximate product graphs showed that a further practically viable approach can be based on local factorization algorithms, that cover a graph by factorizable small patches and attempt to stepwisely extend regions with product structures. This idea has been fruitful in particular for the strong product of graphs, where one benefits from the fact that the local product structure of neighborhoods is a refinement of the global factors [13, 14] . In [13] the class of thin-neighborhood intersection coverable (NICE) graphs was introduced, and a quasi-linear time local factorization algorithm w.r.t. the strong product was devised. In [14] this approach was extended to a larger class of thin graphs which are whose local factorization is not finer than the global one, so-called locally unrefined graphs.
In this contribution the results of [13] and [14] will be extended and generalized. The main result will be a new quasi-linear time local prime factorization algorithm w.r.t. the strong product that works for all graph classes. Moreover, this algorithm can be adapted for the recognition of approximate products. This new PFD algorithm is implemented in C++ and the source code can be downloaded from http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/ Software/GraphProducts. This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the necessary basic definitions and give a short overview of the "classical" prime factor decomposition algorithm w.r.t. the strong product, that will be slightly modified and used locally in our new algorithm. The main challenge will be the combination and the utilization of the "local factorization information" to derive the global factors. To realize this purpose, we are then concerned with several important tools and techniques. As it turns out, S-prime graphs, the so-called S1-condition, the backbone B(G) of a graph G and the color-continuation property will play a central role. After this, we will derive a new general local approach for the prime factor decomposition for arbitrary graphs, using the previous findings. Finally, we discuss approximate graph products and explain how the new local factorization algorithm can be modified for the recognition of approximate graph products.
Preliminaries

Basic Notation
We only consider finite, simple, connected and undirected graphs G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E. A graph is nontrivial if it has at least two vertices. We define the k-neighborhood of vertex v as the set N k [v] = {x ∈ V(G) | d(v, x) ≤ k}, where d(x, v) denotes the length of a shortest path connecting the vertices x and v. Unless there is a risk of confusion, we call a 1-neighborhood N 1 [v] just neighborhood, denoted by N [v] . To avoid ambiguity, we sometimes write N G [v] to indicate that N [v] is taken with respect to G. The degree deg(v) of a vertex v is the number of adjacent vertices, or, equivalently, the number of incident edges. The maximum degree in a given graph is denoted by ∆. 
If for two graphs H and G holds V(H) ⊆ V(G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G)
then
Graph Products
The vertex set of the strong product G 1 ⊠ G 2 of two graphs G 1 and G 2 is defined as V(G 1 ) × V(G 2 ) = {(v 1 , v 2 ) | v 1 ∈ V(G 1 ), v 2 ∈ V(G 2 )}, Two vertices (x 1 , x 2 ), (y 1 , y 2 ) are adjacent in G 1 ⊠ G 2 if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ E(G 1 ) and x 2 = y 2 , (ii) (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ E(G 2 ) and x 1 = y 1 , (iii) (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ E(G 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ E(G 2 ). The Cartesian product G 1 G 2 has the same vertex set as G 1 ⊠ G 2 , but vertices are only adjacent if they satisfy (i) or (ii). Consequently, the edges of a strong product that satisfy (i) or (ii) are called Cartesian, the others non-Cartesian. The definition of the edge sets shows that the Cartesian product is closely related to the strong product and indeed it plays a central role in the factorization of the strong products. The one-vertex complete graph K 1 serves as a unit for both products, as K 1 H = H and K 1 ⊠ H = H for all graphs H. It is well-known that both products are associative and commutative, see [16] . Hence a vertex x of the Cartesian product n i=1 G i , respectively the strong product ⊠ n i=1 G i is properly "coordinatized" by the vector (x 1 , . . . , x n ) whose entries are the vertices x i of its factor graphs G i . Two adjacent vertices in a Cartesian product graph, respectively endpoints of a Cartesian edge in a strong product, therefore differ in exactly one coordinate.
The mapping p j (x) = x j of a vertex x with coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is called projection of x onto the j − th factor. For a set W of vertices of
Sometimes we also write p A if we mean the projection onto factor A.
In both products
. Edges of (not necessarily different) G i -fibers are said to be edges of one and the same factor G i . Note, the coordinatization of a product is equivalent to a (partial) edge coloring of G in which edges e = (x, y) share the same color c(e) = k if x and y differ only in the value of a single coordinate k, i.e., if x i = y i , i k and x k y k . This colors the Cartesian edges of G (with respect to the given product representation). It follows that for each color k the set E k = {e ∈ E(G) | c(e) = k} of edges with color k spans G. The connected components of E k are isomorphic subgraphs of G.
A graph G is prime with respect to the Cartesian, respectively the strong product, if it cannot be written as a Cartesian, respectively a strong product, of two nontrivial graphs, i.e., the identity
As shown by Sabidussi [30] and independently by Vizing [33] , all finite connected graphs have a unique PFD with respect to the Cartesian product. The same result holds also for the strong product, as shown by Dörfler and Imrich [3] and independently by McKenzie [28] . Theorem 2.1. Every connected graph has a unique representation as a Cartesian product, resp. a strong product, of prime graphs, up to isomorphisms and the order of the factors.
Thinness
It is important to notice that although the PFD w.r.t. the strong product is unique, the coordinatizations might not be. Therefore, the assignment of an edge being Cartesian or non-Cartesian is not unique, in general. Figure 1 shows that the reason for the non-unique coordinatizations is the existence of automorphisms that interchange the vertices b and d, but fix all the others. This is possible because b and d have the same 1-neighborhoods. Thus, an important issue in the context of strong graph products is whether or not two vertices can be distinguished by their neighborhoods. This is captured by the relation S defined on the vertex set of G, which was first introduced by Dörfler and Imrich [3] . This relation is essential in the studies of the strong product. In [6] , vertices x and y with xS y are called interchangeable. Note that xS y implies that x and y are adjacent since, by definition, x ∈ N[x] and y ∈ N[y]. Clearly, S is an equivalence relation. The graph G/S is the usual quotient graph, more precisely, G/S has vertex set V(G/S ) = {S i | S i is an equivalence class of S in G} and (S i , S j ) ∈ E(G/S ) whenever (x, y) ∈ E(G) for some x ∈ S i and y ∈ S j .
Note that the relation S on G/S is trivial, that is, its equivalence classes are single vertices [16] . Thus G/S is thin. The importance of thinness lies in the uniqueness of the coordinatizations, i.e., the property of an edge being Cartesian or not does not depend on the choice of the coordinates. As a consequence, the Cartesian edges are uniquely determined in an S -thin graph, see [3, 6] .
Lemma 2.3. If a graph G is thin, then the set of Cartesian edges is uniquely determined and hence the coordinatization is unique.
Another important basic property, first proved by Dörfler and Imrich [3] , concerning the thinness of graphs is stated in the next lemma. Alternative proofs can be found in [16] .
Lemma 2.4. Let S G (v) denote the S -class in graph G that contains vertex v. For any two graphs G 1 and G
Thus, a graph is thin if and only if all of its factors with respect to the strong product are thin.
The Classical PFD Algorithm
In this subsection, we give a short overview of the classical PFD algorithm that is used locally later on. The key idea of finding the PFD of a graph G with respect to the strong product is to find the PFD of a subgraph S(G) of G, the so-called Cartesian skeleton, with respect to the Cartesian product and construct the prime factors of G using the information of the PFD of S(G).
Definition 2.5. A subgraph H of a graph G
In other words, the H i -fibers of the Cartesian skeleton S(G) = H 1 H 2 of a graph G = G 1 ⊠ G 2 induce the same partition as the G i -fibers on the vertex sets V(S(G)) = V(G). As Lemma 2.3 implies, if a graph G is thin then the set of Cartesian edges and therefore S(G) is uniquely determined. The remaining question is: How can one determine S(G)?
The first who answered this question were Feigenbaum and Schäffer [6] . In their polynomial-time approach, edges are marked as Cartesian if the neighborhoods of their endpoints fulfill some (strictly) maximal conditions in collections of neighborhoods or subsets of neighborhoods in G.
The latest and fastest approach for the detection of the Cartesian skeleton is due to Hammack and Imrich [9] . In distinction to the approach of Feigenbaum and Schäffer edges are marked as dispensable. All edges that are dispensable will be removed from G. The resulting graph S(G) is the desired Cartesian skeleton and will be decomposed with respect to the Cartesian product. For an example see Figure 3 . 
(a) N[x]
Some important results, concerning the Cartesian skeleton are summarized in the following theorem.
Remark 1.
Notice that the set of all Cartesian edges in a strong product G = ⊠ n i=1 G i of connected, thin prime graphs are uniquely determined and hence its Cartesian skeleton is. Moreover, since by Theorem 2.7 and Definition 2.5 of the Cartesian skeleton
. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that the set of all Cartesian edges in a strong product G = ⊠ n i=1 G i of connected, thin graphs is the edge set of the Cartesian skeleton S(G) of G. As an example consider the graph G in Figure 3 . The edges of the Cartesian skeleton are highlighted by thick-lined edges and one can observe that not all edges of G are determined as Cartesian. As it turns out G is prime and hence, after the factorization of S(G), all edges of G are determined as Cartesian belonging to a single factor. Now, we are able to give a brief overview of the global approach that decomposes given graphs into their prime factors with respect to the strong product, see also Figure 4 .
Given an arbitrary graph G, one first extracts a possible complete factor K l of maximal size, resulting in a graph G ′ , i.e., G ≃ G ′ ⊠ K l , and computes the quotient graph H = G ′ /S . This graph H is thin and therefore the Cartesian edges of S(H) can be uniquely determined. Now, one computes the prime factors of S(H) with respect to the Cartesian product and utilizes this information to determine the prime factors of G ′ by usage of an additional operation based on gcd's of the size of the S-classes, see Lemma 5.40 and 5.41 provided in [16] . Figure 4 gives an overview of the classical PFD algorithm.
One can bound the time complexity of this PFD algorithm as stated in the next Lemma, see [9] and [10] . 
The Local Way to Go -Tools
As mentioned, we will utilize the classical PFD algorithm and derive a new approach for the PFD w.r.t. the strong product that makes only usage of small subgraphs, so-called subproducts of particular size, and that exploits the local information in order to derive the global factors. Moreover, motivated by the fact that most graphs are prime, although they can have a product-like structure, we want to vary this approach such that also disturbed products can be recognized. The key idea is the following: We try to cover a given disturbed product G by subproducts that are itself "undisturbed". If the graph G is not too much perturbed, we would expect to be able to cover most of it by factorizable 1-neighborhoods or other small subproducts and to use this information for the construction of a strong product H that approximates G.
However, for the realization of this idea several important tools are needed. First, we give an overview of the subproducts that will be used. We then introduce the so-called S1-condition, that is a property of an edge that allows us to determine Cartesian edges, even if the given graph is not thin. We continue to examine a subset of the vertex set of a given graph G, the so-called backbone B(G). Both concepts, the S1-condition and the backbone, have first been investigated in [14] . We will see that the backbone is closely related to the S1-condition. Finally, in order to identify locally determined fiber as belonging to one and the same or to different global factors, the so-called colorcontinuation property will be introduced. As it turns out, this particular property is not always met. Therefore, we continue to show how one can solve this problem for thin and later on for non-thin (sub)graphs.
Subproducts
In this subsection, we are concerned with so-called subproducts, also known as boxes [32] , that will be used in the algorithm. As shown in [13] , it holds that 1-neighborhoods in strong product graphs are subproducts:
Lemma 3.2 ([13]). For any two graphs G and H holds
For applications to approximate products it would be desirable to use small subproducts. Unfortunately, it turns out that 1-neighborhoods, which would be small enough for our purpose, are not sufficient to cover a given graph 
in general while providing enough information to recognize the global factors. However, we want to avoid to use 2-neighborhoods, although they are subproducts as well, they have diameter 4 and are thus quite large. Therefore, we will define further small subgraphs, that are smaller than 2-neighborhoods, and show that they are also subproducts.
Definition 3.3. Given a graph G and an arbitrary edge (v, w) ∈ E(G). The edge-neighborhood of (v, w) is defined as N[v] ∪ N[w]
and the N *
If there is no risk of confusion we will denote N * v,w -neighborhoods just by N * -neighborhoods. We will show in the following that in addition to 1-neighborhoods also edge-neighborhoods of Cartesian edges and N * -neighborhoods are subproducts and hence, natural candidates to cover a given graph as well. We show first, given a subproduct H of G, that the subgraph which is induced by vertices contained in the union of 1-neighborhoods
is a subproduct of G with H
where H * i is the induced subgraph of factor G i on the vertex set V(H
* i ) = v i ∈V(H i ) N G i [v i ], i = 1, 2.
Proof. It suffices to show that V(H
. For the sake of convenience, we denote
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a nontrivial strong product graph and (v, w) be an arbitrary edge of G. Then
Proof. Let v and w have coordinates (v 1 , v 2 ) and (w 1 , w 2 ), respectively. Since 
is a subproduct of G.
However, the edge-neighborhood of a single non-Cartesian edge is not a subproduct, in general. The obstacle we have is that a non-Cartesian edge of G might be Cartesian in its edge-neighborhood. Therefore, we cannot use the information provided by the PFD of
that is Cartesian in G as well we use the dispensable-property provided by Hammack and Imrich, see [9] .
We show that an edge (
we can conclude that every edge that is indispensable in N[x] ∪ N[y] must be indispensable and therefore Cartesian in G.
This implies that every edge-neighborhood
Remark 2. As mentioned in [9] , we have:
By simple set theoretical arguments one can easily proof the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let (x, y) be an arbitrary edge of a given graph G and H = N[x] ∪ N[y] . Then it holds:
Notice that the converse of the second statement does not hold in general, since
. However, by symmetry, Remark 2, Corollary 3.6, Lemma 3.7 we can conclude the next corollary.
Corollary 3.8. If an edge (x, y) of a thin strong product graph G is indispensable in N[x] ∪ N[y] and therefore Cartesian in G then the edge-neighborhood N[x] ∪ N[y] is a subproduct of G.
The S1-condition and the Backbone
The concepts of the S1-condition and the backbone were first introduced in [14] . The main idea of our approach is to construct the Cartesian skeleton of G by considering PFDs of the introduced subproducts only. The main obstacle is that even though G is thin, this is not necessarily true for subgraphs, Fig. 7 . Hence, although the Cartesian edges are uniquely determined in G, they need not to be unique in those subgraphs. In order to investigate this issue in some more detail, we also define S -classes w.r.t. subgraphs H of a given graph G. 
Definition 3.9. Let H ⊆ G be an arbitrary induced subgraph of a given graph G. Then S H (x) is defined as the set
Since the Cartesian edges are globally uniquely defined in a thin graph, the challenge is to find a way to determine enough Cartesian edges from local information, even if N [v] is not thin. This will be captured by the S1-condition and the backbone of graphs.
Definition 3.10. Given a graph G. An edge (x, y) ∈ E(G) satisfies the S1-condition in an induced subgraph H ⊆ G if (i) x, y ∈ V(H) and
From Lemma 2.4 we can directly infer that the cardinality of an S -class in a product graph G is the product of the cardinalities of the corresponding S -classes in the factors. Applying this fact to subproducts of G immediately implies Corollary 3.11.
Corollary 3.11. Consider a strong product G
The most important property of Cartesian edges that satisfy the S1-condition in some quotient graph G/S is that they can be identified as Cartesian edges in G, even if G is not thin.
Then all edges in G induced by vertices of S G (x) and S G (y) are Cartesian and copies of one and the same factor. G G/S Cartesian edges of G that satisfy the S1-condition Figure 9 : Determining Cartesian edges that satisfy the S1-condition. We factorize G/S and compute the prime factors of G. Notice that it turns out that the factors induced by thick and dashed lined edges have to be merged to one factor. Apply now Lemma 3.12 to identify all Cartesian edges in G that satisfy the S1-condition. In this case, it is clear that the edge (0, 3) has to be Cartesian as well and belongs to the single prime factor G. The backbone B(G) is the singleton {5}.
Remark 3. Whenever we find a Cartesian edge (x, y) in a subproduct H of G such that one endpoint of (x, y) is contained in a S -class of cardinality 1 in H/S , i.e., such that S H (x) = {x} or S H (y) = {y}, we can therefore conclude that all edges in H induced by vertices of S H (x) and S H (y) are also Cartesian and are copies of one and the same factor, see Figure 8 . Note, even if H/S has more factors than H the PFD Algorithm provided by Imrich and Hammack indicates which factors have to be merged to one factor. Again we can conclude that all edges in H that satisfy the S1-condition are Cartesian and are copies of one and the same factor, see Figure 9 .
Moreover, since H is a subproduct of G, it follows that any Cartesian edge of H that satisfies the S1-condition is a Cartesian edge in G.
We consider now a subset of V(G), the so-called backbone, which is essential for the algorithm.
Definition 3.13. The backbone of a thin graph G is the vertex set
B(G) = {v ∈ V(G) | |S v (v)| = 1} .
Elements of B(G) are called backbone vertices.
Clearly, the backbone B(G) and the S1-condition are closely related, since all edges (x, y) that contain a backbone vertex, say x, satisfy the S1-condition in N [x] . If the backbone B(G) of a given graph G is nonempty then Corollary 3.11 implies that no factor of G is isomorphic to a complete graph, otherwise we would have |S v (v)| > 1 for all v ∈ V(G). The last observations lead directly to the next corollary.
Corollary 3.14. Given a graph G with nonempty backbone B(G) then for all v ∈ B(G) holds: all edges
The set of backbone vertices of thin graphs can be characterized as follows.
Lemma 3.15 ([14]). Let G be a thin graph and v an arbitrary vertex of G. Then v ∈ B(G) if and only if N[v] is a strictly maximal neighborhood in G.
As shown in [14] the backbone B(G) of thin graphs G is a connected dominating set. This allows us to cover the entire graph by 1-neighborhoods of the backbone vertices only. Moreover, it was shown that it suffices to exclusively use information about the 1-neighborhood of backbone vertices, to find all Cartesian edges that satisfy the S1-condition in arbitrary 1-neighborhoods, even those edges (x, y) with x, y B(G). These results are summarized in the next theorem. 
Lemma 3.17. Let G be a given thin graph, x ∈ B(G) and H ⊆ G be an arbitrary induced subgraph such that N[x] ⊆ V(H). Then |S H (x)| = 1 and x ∈ B(H).
Proof. First notice that Lemma 3.15 and Proof. Let (x, y) be an arbitrary edge of H with |S H (x)| = |S H (y)| = 1. From Corollary 3.11 we can conclude that
is Cartesian there is nothing to show. Thus, assume (x, y) is a non-Cartesian edge. Hence, the coordinates of x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . y n ) differ in more than one position. W.l.o.g we assume that x and y differ in the first positions 1, . . . , k. Hence (x i , y i ) ∈ E(G i ) for all i = 1, . . . , k and x i = y i for all i = k + 1, . . . , n. Therefore, we can construct a path P x,y with edge set
Since all edges have endpoints differing in exactly one coordinate all edges in P x,y are Cartesian. Corollary 3.11 implies that for all those vertices hold |S H (v j )| = 1 and hence in particular for all edges (u, w) ∈ P x,y hold |S H (u)| = 1 and |S H (w)| = 1. 18, one can construct a path P a,z and P z,x , as well as a path P z,y consisting of Cartesian edges only that satisfy the S1-condition.
Lemma 3.19 ([14]). Let G be a thin, connected simple graph and v ∈ V(G) with |S
Last, we state two lemmas for later usage. Note, the second lemma refines the already known results of [14] , where analogous results were stated for 2-neighborhoods. 
Lemma 3.21 ([14]). Let (x, y) ∈ E(G) be an arbitrary edge in a thin graph G such that |S
x (x)| > 1. Then there exists a vertex z ∈ B(G) s.t. z ∈ N[x] ∩ N[y].
Proof. Assume that |S
, contradicting that G is thin. Analogously, one shows that the statement holds for vertex w.
The Color-Continuation
The concept of covering a graph by suitable subproducts and determining the global factors needs some additional improvements. Since we want to determine the global factors, we need to find their fibers. This implies that we have to identify different locally determined fibers as belonging to different or to one and the same global fiber. For this purpose, we formalize the term product coloring, color-continuation and combined coloring. Remind, the coordinatization of a product is equivalent to a (partial) edge coloring of G in which edges e = (x, y) share the same color c(e) = k if x and y differ only in the value of a single coordinate k, i.e., if x i = y i , i k and x k y k . This colors the Cartesian edges of G (with respect to the given product representation). Note, in a thin graph G a product coloring and a partial product coloring coincide, since all edges satisfy the S1-condition in G. In other words, for all newly colored edges with color c in H 2 , which are Cartesian edges in H 2 that satisfy the S1-condition in H 2 , we have to find a representative edge that satisfy the S1-condition in H 1 and was already colored in H 1 . If H 1 and H 2 are thin we can ignore the S1-condition, since all edges satisfy this condition in H 1 and H 2 , see Figure 11 .
However, there are cases where the color-continuation fails, see Figure 12 . The remaining part of this subsection is organized as follows. We first show how one can solve the color-continuation problem if the corresponding subproducts are thin. As it turns out, it is sufficient to use the information of 1-neighborhoods only in order to get a proper combined coloring. We then proceed to solve this problem for non-thin subgraphs.
Before we continue, two important lemmas are given. The first one is just a restatement of a lemma, which was formulated for equivalence classes w.r.t. to a product relation in [19] . The second lemma shows how one can adapt this lemma to non-thin graphs.
Lemma 3.26 ([19], Lemma 1). Let G be a thin strong product graph and let P G be a product coloring of G. Then every vertex of V(G) is incident to at least one edge with color c for all colors c in the image of P G .
Lemma 3.27. Let G be a thin strong product graph, H ⊆ G be a non-thin subproduct of G and x ∈ V(H) be a vertex with |S H (x)| = 1. Moreover, let P H be a partial product coloring of H. Then vertex x is contained in at least one edge with color c for all colors c in the image of P G .
Proof. Notice that H does not contain complete factors, otherwise Corollary 3.11 implies that |S H (x)| > 1. Now, the statement follows directly from Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.26
Solving the Color-Continuation Problem for Thin Subgraphs
To solve the color-continuation problem for thin subgraphs and in particular for thin 1-neighborhoods we introduce so-called S-prime graphs.
Definition 3.28. A graph S is S-prime (S stands for "subgraph") if for all graphs G and H with S ⊆ G ⋆ H holds: S ⊆ H or S ⊆ G, where ⋆ denotes an arbitrary graph product.
The class of S-prime graphs was introduced and characterized for the direct product by Sabidussi in 1975 [31] . Analogous notions of S-prime graphs with respect to other products are due to Lamprey and Barnes [26, 27] . Klavžar et al. [25] and Brešar [2] proved several characterizations of (basic) S-prime graphs. In [12] it is shown that so-called diagonalized Cartesian products of S-prime graphs are S-prime w.r.t. the Cartesian product. We shortly summarize the results of [12] .
Definition 3.29 ([12]). A graph G is called a diagonalized Cartesian product, whenever there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E(G) such that H = G \ (u, v) is a nontrivial Cartesian product and u and v have maximal distance in H.
Theorem 3.30 ([12]). The diagonalized Cartesian Product of S-prime graphs is S-prime w.r.t. the Cartesian product.
Corollary 3.31 ([12]). Diagonalized Hamming graphs, and thus diagonalized Hypercubes, are S-prime w.r.t. the Cartesian product.
We shortly explain how S-prime graphs can be used in order to obtain a proper color-continuation in thin subproducts even if the color-continuation fails. Consider a strong product graph G and two given thin subproducts H 1 , H 2 ⊆ G. Let the Cartesian edges of each subgraph be colored with respect to a product coloring of H 1 , respectively H 2 that is at least as fine as the product coloring of G w.r.t. to its PFD. As stated in Definition 3.25, we have a proper color-continuation from H 1 to H 2 if for all colored edges with color c in H 2 there is a representative edge that is colored in H 1 . Assume the color-continuation fails, i.e., there is a color c in H 2 such that for all edges e c ∈ E(H 2 ) with color c holds that e c is not colored in H 1 , for an example see Figure 12 . This implies that all such edges e c are determined as non-Cartesian in H 1 . As claimed, the product colorings of H 1 and H 2 are at least as fine as the one of G and H 1 , H 2 are subproducts of G, which implies that colored Cartesian edges in each H i are Cartesian edges in G. Since e c is determined as non-Cartesian in H 1 , but as Cartesian in H 2 , we can infer that e c must be Cartesian in G. Thus we can force the edge e c to be Cartesian in H 1 . The now arising questions is: "What happens with the factorization of H 1 ?" We will show in the sequel that there is a hypercube in H 1 consisting of Cartesian edges only, where all edges are copies of edges of different factors. Furthermore, we show that this hypercube is diagonalized by a particular edge e c and therefore S-prime w.r.t the Cartesian product. Moreover, we will prove that all colors that appear on this hypercube and the color c on e c have to be merged to exactly one color, even with respect to the product coloring, provided by the coloring w.r.t. the strong product. This approach solves the color-continuation problem for thin subproducts and hence in particular for thin 1-neighborhoods as well.
Lemma 3.32. Let G = ⊠ n l=1 G l be a thin strong product graph and (v, w) ∈ E(G) a non-Cartesian edge. Let J denote the set of indices where v and w differ and U ⊆ V(G) be the set of vertices u with coordinates u i = v i , if i J and u i ∈ {v i , w i }, if i ∈ J. Then the induced subgraph U ⊆ S(G) on U consisting of Cartesian edges of G only is a hypercube of dimension |J|.
Proof. Notice that the coordinatization of G is unique, since G is thin. Moreover, since the strong product is commutative and associative we can assume w.l.o.g. that J = {1, . . . , k}. Note, that k > 1, otherwise the edge (v, w) would be Cartesian.
Assume that k = 2. We denote the coordinates of v, resp. of w, by (v 1 , v 2 , X), resp. by (w 1 , w 2 , X). By definition of the strong product we can conclude that (v i , w i ) ∈ E(G i ) for i = 1, 2. Thus the set of vertices with coordinates (v 1 , v 2 , X) (v 1 , w 2 , X),(w 1 , v 2 , X), and (w 1 , w 2 , X) induce a complete graph K 4 in G. Clearly, the subgraph consisting of Cartesian edges only is a Q 2 . . This holds for all edges in N [3] that obtained the color "thick dash" in N [3] . The same holds for the color "double-lined" if we cover the graph from N [4] to N [3] . If we force the edge (1, 4) to be Cartesian in N[3] Lemma 3.33 implies that the colors "thick-lined" and "double-lined" have to be merged to one color, since the subgraph with edge set {(0, 1), (0, 4), (1, 3), (3, 4)} ∪ {(1, 4)} is a diagonalized hypercube Q 2 . Note, G can be covered by thin 1-neighborhoods only, but the color-continuation fails. Hence G is not NICE in the terminology of [13] .
Assume now the assumption is true for k = m. We have to show that the statement holds also for k = m + 1. Let J={1,. . . ,m+1} and let U 1 and U 2 be a partition of U with U 1 = {u ∈ U | u m+1 = v m+1 } and U 2 = {u ∈ U | u m+1 = w m+1 }. Thus each U i consists of vertices that differ only in the first m coordinates. Notice, by definition of the strong product and by construction of both sets U 1 and U 2 there are vertices a, b in each U i that differ in all m coordinates that are adjacent in G and hence non-Cartesian in G. Thus, by induction hypothesis the subgraphs U i induced by each U i consisting of Cartesian edges only is a Q m . Let U be the subgraph with vertex set U and edge set 
G be a thin subproduct of G such that there is a non-Cartesian edge (v, w) ∈ E(H) that is Cartesian in G. Let J denote the set of indices where v and w differ w.r.t. the coordinatization of H. Then the factor ⊠ i∈J H i of H is a subgraph of a prime factor G l of G.
Proof. In this proof, factors w.r.t. the Cartesian product and the strong product, respectively, are called Cartesian factors and strong factors, respectively. First notice that Cartesian edges in G as well as in H are uniquely determined, since both graphs are thin. Moreover, the existence of a Cartesian edge of G = ⊠ n l=1 G l , that is a non-Cartesian edge in a subproduct H = ⊠ m l=1 H l of G, implies that m > n, i.e., the factorization of H is a refinement of the factorization induced by the global PFD. Since H is a thin subproduct of G with a refined factorization, it follows that Cartesian edges of H are Cartesian edges of G. Therefore, we can conclude that strong factors of H are entirely contained in strong factors of G.
We denote the subgraph of H that consists of all Cartesian edges of H only, i.e., its Cartesian skeleton, by S(H), As argued, Cartesian factors are subgraphs of its strong factors and hence, we can infer that i∈J H i and hence ⊠ i∈J H i must be entirely contained in a strong factor of H and hence in a strong factor of G, since H is a subproduct.
Solving the Color-Continuation Problem for Non-Thin Subgraphs
The disadvantage of non-thin subgraphs is that, in contrast to thin subgraphs, not all edges satisfy the S1-condition. The main obstacle is that the color-continuation can fail if a particular color is represented on edges that don't satisfy the S1-condition in any used subgraphs. Hence, those edges cannot be identified as Cartesian in the corresponding subgraphs, see Figure 13 . Moreover, we cannot apply the approach that is developed for thin subgraphs by usage of diagonalized hypercubes in general. Therefore, we will extend 1-neighborhoods and use also edge-and N * -neighborhoods.
In the following, we will provide several properties of (partial) product colorings and show that in a given thin strong product graph G a partial product coloring P H of a subproduct H ⊆ G is always a color-continuation of a partial product coloring Then P 2 is a color-continuation of P 1 and vice versa.
Proof. Let C 1 and C 2 denote the images of P 1 and P 2 , respectively. Note, the PFD of N[x] is the finest possible factorization, i.e., the number of used colors becomes maximal. Moreover, every fiber with respect to the PFD of N[x] that satisfies the S1-condition, is contained in any decomposition of N [x] . In other words any prime fiber that satisfies the S1-condition is a subset of a fiber that satisfies the S1-condition with respect to any decomposition of
Moreover since x ∈ B(G) it holds that |S x (x)| = 1 and thus every edge containing vertex x satisfies the S1-condition Lemma 3.27 we can infer that each color of C 1 , resp. C 2 is represented at least on edges (x, v) contained in the prime fibers, which completes the proof. Proof. First notice that Lemma 3.17 implies that x ∈ B(H) and in particular |S H (x)| = 1. Thus every edge containing vertex x satisfies the S1-condition in H as well as in N [x] . Moreover, Lemma 3.27 implies that every color of the partial product coloring P H , resp. P N , is represented at least on edges (x, v).
is a subproduct of the subproduct H of G we can conclude that the PFD of H induces a local (not necessarily prime) decomposition of N[x] and hence a partial product coloring of N [x] . Lemma 3.34 implies that any partial product coloring of N[x] and hence in particular the one induced by P H is a color-continuation of P N .
Conversely, any product coloring P N of N[x] is a color-continuation of the product coloring induced by the PFD of N [x] . Since N[x] is a subproduct of H it follows that every prime fiber of N[x] that satisfies the S1-condition is a subset of a prime fiber of H that satisfies the S1-condition. This holds in particular for the fibers through vertex x, since |S x (x)| = 1 and |S H (x)| = 1. By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.34 one can infer that every product coloring of H is a color-continuation of the product coloring induced by the PFD of H, which completes the proof.
We can infer now the following Corollaries. 
A Local PFD Algorithm for Strong Product Graphs
In this section, we use the previous results and provide a general local approach for the PFD of thin graphs G. Notice that even if the given graph G is not thin, the provided Algorithm works on G/S . The prime factors of G can then be constructed by using the information of the prime factors of G/S by repeated application of Lemma 5.40 provided in [16] .
In this new PFD approach we use in addition an algorithm, called breadth-first search (BFS) , that traverses all vertices of a graph G = (V, E) in a particular order. We introduce the ordering of the vertices of V by means of breadth-first search as follows: Select an arbitrary vertex v ∈ V and create a sorted list BFS (v) of vertices beginning with v; append all neighbors v 1 , . . . , v deg(v) of v; then append all neighbors of v 1 that are not already in this list; continue recursively with v 2 , v 3 , . . . until all vertices of V are processed. In this way, we build levels where each v in level i is adjacent to some vertex w in level i − 1 and vertices u in level i + 1. We then call the vertex w the parent of v and vertex v a child of w.
We give now an overview of the new approach. Its top level control structure is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
x,y is factorized and colored. In all previous steps edges are marked as "checked" if they satisfy the S1-condition, independent from being Cartesian or not. After this, the N * -neighborhoods of all edges that do not satisfy the S1-condition in any of the previously used subproducts, i.e, 1-neighborhoods, edge-neighborhoods or N * -neighborhoods, are decomposed and again the edges are colored. Examples of this approach are depicted in Figure 14 and 10. Finally, the Algorithm checks which of the recognized factors have to be merged into the prime factors G 1 , . . . , G n of G.
Before we proceed to prove the correctness of this local PFD algorithm, we show that we always get a proper combined coloring by usage of Algorithm 2. where D denotes the set of coordinates where x and w differ, have to be merged to one color. This implies that we always get a proper combined coloring and hence a proper color-continuation for each such color c that is based on those additional edges e c = (x, w) as defined above. else 19: FactorSubgraph(N * x,y ); 20: end if 21: compute the combined coloring of H and N[y] ; 22: end if 23: end for 24: delete x from B BFS ; 25: x ← first vertex of B BFS ; 26: W ← W ∪ {x}; 27: end while 28: while there exists a vertex x ∈ V(H) that is not marked as "checked" do 29: if there exist edges (x, y) that are not marked as "checked" then 30: FactorSubgraph(N * x,y ); 31: else 32: take an arbitrary edge (x, y) ∈ E(H); 33: FactorSubgraph(N * x,y ); 34: end if 35: compute the combined coloring of H and N * x,y ; 36: end while 37: for each edge e ∈ E(H) do 38: assign color of e to edge e ∈ E(G); for each S ⊂ J with |S | = k do 7: compute two connected components A, A ′ of G induced by the colored edges of G with color i ∈ S , and i ∈ I\S , resp; 8: compute H 1 = p A (G) and H 2 = p A ′ (G) ; 9: if H 1 ⊠ H 2 ⋍ G then 10: save H 1 as prime factor; Proof. We have to show that every prime factor G i of G is returned by our algorithm.
First, the algorithm scans all backbone vertices in their BFS-order stored in B BFS , which can be done, since G is thin and hence, B(G) is connected (Theorem 3.16).
In In this case the color-continuation from N [2] to N [1] fails. hence we compute the PFD of the edge-neighborhood N [2] ∪ N [1] . Notice that the Cartesian edges (x, y) and (y, z) satisfy the S1-condition in N [2] ∪ N [1] and will be determined as Cartesian. In all other steps the color-continuation works. rhs.: B BFS = 3, 0, 2, 1. In all cases (N [3] to N [0] , N [3] to N [2] , N[0] to N [1] ) the color-continuation works. However, after running the first whileloop there are missing Cartesian edges (x, y) and (y, z) that do not satisfy the S1-condition in any of the previously used subproducts N [3] , N[0] , N [2] and N [1] . Moreover, the edge-neighborhoods
are the product of a path and a K 3 and the S1-condition is violated for the Cartesian edges in its edge-neighborhood. These edges will be determined in the second while-loop of Algorithm 1 using the respective N * -neighborhoods. In all previous steps vertices x are marked as "checked" if there is a used subproduct K such that |S K (x)| = 1. Edges are marked as "checked" if they satisfy the S1-condition. Note, after the first while-loop has terminated either edges have been identified as Cartesian or if they have not been determined as Cartesian but satisfy the S1-condition they are at least connected to Cartesian edges that satisfy the S1-condition, which follows from Lemma 3.27. This implies that all edges that are marked as "checked" are connected to Cartesian edges that satisfy the S1-condition.
In the second while-loop all vertices that are not marked as "checked", i.e., |S K (x)| > 1 for all used subproducts K, are treated. For all those vertices the N * -neighborhoods N * It follows that all "if" and "else" conditions are bounded by the complexity of the PFD of the largest subgraph that is used and therefore by the complexity of the PFD of N * x,y . Each N * -neighborhood has at most 1+∆·(∆−1) vertices. Therefore, the number of edges in each N * -neighborhood is bounded by (1 + ∆ · (∆ − 1)) · ∆. By Lemma 2.8 the computation of the PFD of each N * and hence, the assignment to an edge of being Cartesian is bounded by
. Since the while-loop (Line 6) runs at most |V| times, the for-loop (Line 8) at most ∆ times and the the time complexity for the PFD of the largest subgraph is O(∆ 6 ), we end in an overall time complexity O(|V|∆ 7 ) for the first part (Line 6 -27) of the algorithm.
Using the same arguments, one shows that the time complexity of the second while-loop is O(|V| · ∆ 6 ). The last for-loop (Line 37-39) needs
Finally, we have to consider Line 40 and therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 4. We observe that the size of I is the number of used colors. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we can conclude that this number is bounded by log(∆). Hence, we also have at most ∆ sets S , i.e., color combinations, to consider. In Line 7 of Algorithm 4 we have to find connected components of graphs and in Line 9 of Algorithm 4 we have to perform an isomorphism test for a fixed bijection. Both tasks take linear time in the number of edges of the graph and hence O(|V| · ∆) time.
Considering all steps of Algorithm 1 we end in an overall time complexity O(|V| · ∆ 7 ).
Approximate Products
Finally, we show in this section, how Algorithm 1 can be modified and be used to recognize approximate products. For a formal definition of approximate graph products we begin with the definition of the distance between two graphs. We say the distance d(G, H) between two graphs G and H is the smallest integer k such that G and H have representations G ′ , H ′ for which the sum of the symmetric differences between the vertex sets of the two graphs and between their edge sets is at most k. That is, if
A graph G is a k-approximate graph product if there is a product H such that
As shown in [13] k-approximate graph products can be recognized in polynomial time.
Lemma 5.1 ([13]). For fixed k all strong and Cartesian k-approximate graph products can be recognized in polynomial time.
Without the restriction on k the problem of finding a product of closest distance to a given graph G is NP-complete for the Cartesian product. This has been shown by Feigenbaum and Haddad [5] . We conjecture that this also holds for the strong product. Moreover, we do not claim that the new algorithm for the recognition of approximate products finds an optimal solution in general, i.e., a product that has closest distance to the input graph. However, the given algorithm can be used to derive a suggestion of the product structure of given graphs and hence, of the structure of the global factors. For a more detailed discussion on how much perturbation is allowed such that the original factors or at least large factorizable subgraphs can still be recognized see Chapter 7 in [11] .
Let us start to explain this approach by an illustrating example. Consider the graph G of Figure 15 . It approximates P 5 ⊠ P T 7 , where P T 7 denotes a path that contains a triangle. Suppose we are unaware of this fact. Clearly, if G is non-prime, then every subproduct is also non-prime. We factorize every suitable subproduct of backbone vertices (1-neighborhood, edge-neighborhood, N * -neighborhood) that is non-prime and try to use the information to find a product that is either identical to G or approximates it. The backbone B(G) is a connected dominating set and consists of the vertices 0, 1, . . . , 5 and all vertices marked with "x". The induced neighborhood of all "x" marked vertices is prime. We do not use those neighborhoods, but the ones of the vertices 0, 1, . . . , 5, factorize their neighborhoods Figure 15 : An approximate product G of the product of a path and a path containing a triangle. The resulting colored graph after application of the modified Algorithm 1 is highlighted with thick and dashed edges. We set P = 1, i.e., we do not use prime subproducts and hence only the vertices 0, 1, . . . , 5 are used. Taking out one maximal component of each color would lead to appropriate approximate factors of G.
and consider the Cartesian edges that satisfy the S1-condition in the factorizations. There are two factors for every such neighborhood and thus, two colors for the Cartesian edges in every neighborhood. If two neighborhoods have a Cartesian edge that satisfy the S1-condition in common, we identify their colors. Notice that the color-continuation fails if we go from N [2] to N [3] . Since the edge (2, 3) is indispensable in N [2] ∪N [3] and moreover, N [2] ∪N [3] is not prime, one factorizes this edge-neighborhood and get a proper color-continuation. In this way, we end up with two colors altogether, one for the horizontal Cartesian edges and one for the vertical ones. If G is a product, then the edges of the same color span a subgraph with isomorphic components, that are either isomorphic to one and the same factor or that span isomorphic layers of one and the same factor. Clearly, the components are not isomorphic in our example. But, under the assumption that G is an approximate graph product, we take one component for each color. In this example, it would be useful to take a component of maximal size, say the one consisting of the horizontal thicklined edges through vertex 2, and the vertical dashed-lined edges through vertex 3. These components are isomorphic to the original factors P 5 and P T 7 . It is now easily seen that G can be obtained from P 5 ⊠ P T 7 by the deletion of edges. Other examples of recognized approximate products are shown in Figure 16 and 17.
As mentioned, Algorithm 1 has to be modified for the recognition of approximate products G. We summarize the modifications we apply:
M1. G/S is not computed. Hence, we do not claim that the given (disturbed) product is thin.
M2. Item M1 and Theorem 3.16 imply that we cannot assume that the backbone is connected. Hence we only compute a BFS-ordering on connected components induced by backbone vertices.
M3. We only use those subproducts (1-neighborhoods, edge-neighborhood, N * -neighborhood) that have more than P ≥ 1 prime factors, where P is a fixed integer.
M4. We do not apply the isomorphism test (line 40).
M5. After coloring the graph, we take one minimal, maximal, or arbitrary connected component of each color. The choice of this component depends on the problem one wants to be solved.
First, the quotient graph G/S will not be computed, since the computation of G/S of an approximate product graph G may result in a thin graph where a lot of structural information has been lost.
Moreover, deleting or adding edges in a product graph H, resulting in a disturbed product graph G, usually makes the graph prime and also the neighborhoods N G [v] that are different from N H [v] and hence, the subproducts (edgeneighborhood, N * -neighborhood) that contain N G [v] . In Algorithm 1, we therefore only use those subproducts of backbone vertices that are at least not prime, i.e., one restricts the set of allowed backbone vertices to those where the . This kind of graph is also known as twisted product or graph bundle, see e.g. [18, 34] . In this example, each PFD of 1-neighborhoods leads to two factors. Notice that G can be considered as an approximate product of a path P 3 and a cycle C 4 . After application of the modified Algorithm 1 with P = 1 we end with the given coloring (thick and dashed lines). Taking one minimal component of each color would lead to appropriate approximate factors of G. Figure 17 : An approximate product G of the prime factors shown in Figure 15 . In this example G is not thin. Obviously, this graph seems to be less disturbed than the one in Figure 15 . The thick vertices indicate the backbone vertices with more then P = 1 prime factors. Application of the modified Algorithm 1 on G (without computing G/S ), choosing P = 1 and using only the thick backbone vertices leads to a coloring with the four colors c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 . This is due to the fact that the color-continuation fails, which would not be the case if we would allow to use also prime regions.
respective subproducts have more than P ≥ 1 prime factors and thereby limiting the number of allowed subproducts. Hence, no prime regions or subproducts that have less or equal than P prime factors are used. Therefore, one does not merge colors of different locally determined fibers to only P colors, after the computation of a combined coloring. The isomorphism test (line 40) in Algorithm 1 will not be applied. Thus, in prime graphs G one does not merge colors if the product of the corresponding approximate prime factors is not isomorphic to G.
After coloring the graph, one takes out one component of each color to determine the (approximate) factors. For many kinds of approximate products the connected components of graphs induced by the edges in one component of each color will not be isomorphic. In the example in Figure 15 , where the approximate product was obtained by deleting edges, it is easy to see that one should take the maximal connected component of each color.
Clearly, this approach needs non-prime subproducts. If most of the subgraphs in an approximate product G are prime, one would not expect to obtain a product coloring of G, that can be used to recognize the original factors, but that can be used e.g. for determining maximal factorizable subgraphs or maximal subgraphs of fibers, see Chapter 7 in [11] . Hence, this approach may provide a basis for the development of further heuristics for the recognition of approximate products.
